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Feasibility of Micro Power Supplies for MEMS
Paul B� Koeneman� Ilene J� Busch�Vishniac� Kristin L� Wood

Abstract�Most microelectromechanical systems �MEMS�
designed today use macroscopic power supplies� thereby
placing limits on the functionality of MEMS in many ap�
plications� An alternative to this approach is to design
MEMS with integral� microscopic� distributed power sup�
plies� This paper examines the feasibility of creating micro�
power supplies by considering three functions common to
MEMS power systems� capture energy� store energy� and
drive actuation� Of these� only the capture energy function
is highly dependent on the speci�c application� For each
of the three functions� a table is presented which compares
various means of performing the function� This information
makes it possible to determine what design alternatives are
feasible for creation of a micro power supply for any speci�c
application of MEMS� We use smart bearings with active
surface features as an example application� and develop a
design for a micro power supply suitable for this work�

I� Introduction

The �eld of microelectromechanical systems �MEMS�
grew out of the integrated circuit �IC� industry� At �rst�
layered silicon micro structures were fabricated� These
structures evolved into single function sensors and actu�
ators� The sensors and actuators were then combined into
systems with IC controllers� Currently these systems are
powered by macroscopic power supplies� The next step
in the development of MEMS is the integration of the mi�
cro sensor and actuator systems with micro power supplies�
One attempt at taking this step is reported by Lee et al� �	
�
A great deal of emphasis in MEMS has been on sen�

sors� actuators� and speci�c applications of the technology�
One area that has been largely neglected is how to provide
power for microscopic sensors and actuators� In general�
there are two potential approaches to the problem of sup�
plying power for small scale sensors and actuators� One
could use a conventional� macroscopic power supply exter�
nal to the system� However� if arrays of sensors and ac�
tuators were used in the MEMS device� such an approach
would create an interconnection problem� This intercon�
nection problem raises a number of issues� including layout
e�ciency on the silicon wafer� noise problems due to stray
capacitance in the power connections� and cross talk be�
tween power lines and signal lines� In addition� the use of
a single power supply �or a small number of power sup�
plies� for many power�needing components introduces the
di�cult problem of controlling the power delivered to each
component�
An alternative to the use of conventional power supplies

for MEMS is to design the power supply at the same scale
as the sensors� actuators� and electronics� This alterna�
tive would permit a truly integrated system that commu�
nicates to the environment through information exchange
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only� rather than through exchange of both power and in�
formation� In addition� the use of micro power supplies dis�
tributed throughout a MEMS device would be attractive
because it would permit local control of each component
through its own power supply� thus reducing the control
system complexity� Advantages in terms of noise� power
e�ciency� and speed of operation might also be realized�
All of these advantages come at the cost of designing a

very small power supply which is nonetheless capable of
meeting the energy needs of a MEMS device� It is the aim
of this paper to investigate the feasibility of developing mi�
cro power supplies for MEMS� Our approach is to consider
the problem as globally as possible� but where necessary�
we focus on the particular application of providing power
for a MEMS smart bearing� as described below�

A� Power Supply Components

A power supply will consist of four components� a power
source� a device to capture energy� an energy storage
medium� and a mechanism to drive actuation� The function
of the power source is to supply energy at a su�cient rate
to the energy capture mechanism� The power source hope�
fully already exists in the environment of the micro device
therefore� mechanisms for capturing energy� storing energy�
and driving actuation are the three components that need
to be designed�
The energy from the power source will be captured and

converted by a form of energy transformer� This compo�
nent will convert the energy from the power source to a
form that can be stored� The performance parameters ger�
mane to the transformer are size and conversion e�ciency�
In a micro system� size is always a concern� and the energy
transformer needs to be as small as the energy needs will
allow� Also� since energy may be at a premium in the envi�
ronment of a MEMS device� the conversion e�ciency must
be high�
While energy storage is not necessary for a power sup�

ply� it can serve a number of functions� Energy storage
can allow energy to be accumulated over a period of time
and then rapidly discharged� This accumulator allows the
instantaneous output power level to be greater than the
average input power level� Also� power characteristics can
be regulated by an energy storage device� For example� an
irregular electric current input can be conditioned into a
constant voltage output by a battery� The important per�
formance parameters for the storage medium are energy
density and charge�discharge rate� Since only a �nite vol�
ume in a micro system can be set aside for energy storage�
the only way to store large quantities of energy is with a
storage medium that has a high energy density� The re�
quirement that the energy storage medium interact with
the rest of the power system means that the storage charge
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rate must be compatible with the energy capture mecha�
nism� and the discharge rate must be compatible with the
actuation driver�
The function of the actuation driver is to convert the

energy from the storage medium to the form required by
the actuator� The important performance parameters to
consider for the actuator are actuation strength� response
time� and energy e�ort or �ow requirements� The actuator
needs to have su�cient actuation strength to meet the sys�
tem requirements� The actuation driver must also be able
to actuate in a time on the order of the response time of
the system being a�ected� The e�ort or �ow requirements�
i�e� voltage or current requirements� are important because
the rest of the power system has to be capable of meeting
those requirements�

B� Example Application � Smart Bearing

The example application used in this paper is a smart
hydrodynamic bearing� A new approach to improving the
performance of hydrodynamic bearings involves the use of
sensors to detect bearing performance and actuators to
modify bearing design parameters� Bearings that utilize
this approach are referred to as smart bearings ��
� The
MEMS smart bearing concept uses MEMS technology to
implement an actively deformable surface capable of alter�
ing a bearing surface pro�le�
An actively deformable surface is de�ned as a surface

that undergoes microscopic variations to achieve a desired
pro�le or layout ��
� An actively deformable surface relies
on localized deformation from 	��� to 	��� meters to pro�
duce the bearing surface geometry� An array of sensors and
actuators is used to detect the bearing performance and
produce the localized deformations� For the MEMS smart
bearing described by Hearn et al�� the actuators are sili�
con membranes deformed normal to their surface ��
� The
concept of an actively deformable surface is illustrated in
Figure 	�
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Fig� �� An Actively Deformable Surface ����

II� Feasibility Study

To test the feasibility of a MEMS power supply� it is
necessary to understand the power capabilities and require�

ments of the system� This includes determining the amount
of energy available to the power supply� the amount of
energy that can be stored in the power supply� and the
amount of energy required as output from the power sup�
ply�

A� Energy Storage Capabilities

To select an energy storage method� the energy densities
of various energy storage domains need to be determined�
With this goal in mind� a list of physical principles for en�
ergy storage is generated� and energy densities are found
for each� either through example or calculation ��
� For the
methods based on calculations� the expressions for energy
density are presented� and� when necessary� the particular
values for the parameters are taken from the application of
the smart bearing� The parameters are selected to deter�
mine high end values for the energy densities of the storage
medium� Table I summarizes the results�
Not surprisingly� nuclear fuel is the most energy dense

form of energy storage� Uranium ��� has an energy den�
sity of 	��x	��� J�L ��
� Combustion reactants are the sec�
ond most energy dense medium� This fact is especially
true when one of the reactants does not have to be stored�
as in reactions involving air� The common reactant com�
bination of gasoline and oxygen has an energy density of
���x	�	 J�L ��
� If chemical reactants are used� hypergolic
reactants would most likely be selected� Hypergolic reac�
tants combust on contact with each other ��
� An igniter
would not be necessary� thus saving precious volume�
Thin��lm� solid�state batteries can be fabricated on the

micron scale� A microbattery developed at Oak Ridge Na�
tional Laboratory has an energy density of ��	x	�� J�L ��
�
The battery uses a lithium anode and an amorphous vana�
dium pentoxide cathode� The battery is rechargeable and
can be fabricated as thin as �ve microns�
Energy also can be stored thermally in a temperature

rise of a material� A simple expression for energy density
for this type of energy storage is

u � �cp�T� �	�

where � is the mass density of the material� cp is the spe�
ci�c heat of the material� and �T is the temperature rise
of the material� For the purpose of quanti�cation� water is
selected as the material because of its high heat capacity�
Water has a density of 	 kg�L� and speci�c heat equal to
�	�� J�kg�K� A temperature di�erence of �� K is selected
based on a representative temperature di�erence between
room temperature and the steady state operating temper�
ature of a hydrodynamic bearing ��
� Using these values in
Eq� 	� the energy density is ���x	�
 J�L�
Energy can also be stored thermally through a phase

change in a material� The expression for the density of
energy stored in a phase change involving a gas is

u � ��hvap� ���

where �hvap is the heat of vaporization for the material�
Refrigerant 		 is selected to quantify this energy storage
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Storage Method Energy Density�J�L� Parameters

Fission Fuel 	��x	��� U���
Combustion Reactants ���x	�	 gasoline
Electrochemical Cell ��	x	�� Li � aV�O


Heat Capacity ���x	�
 water� �T���K
Latent Heat 	��x	�
 refrigerant 		
Fuel Cell ���x	�� H� � O�� 	 atm
Elastic Strain Energy ���x	�� spring steel
Kinetic �translational� ���x	�� lead� v���m�s
Magnetic Field ���x	�� B�	��T
Electric Field ���x	�� E � �x	��V�m
Pressure Di�erential ���x	�� 	 atm� Vo�Vf � �
Kinetic �rotational� ���x	�� Pb�����rpm�d������m
Gravitational Potential ���x	��� lead� h������m

TABLE I

Summary of Energy Densities for Energy Storage

method due to its large heat of vaporization and a boiling
point near the operating temperature of a bearing� Re�
frigerant 		 has a density of ����� kg�L� and a heat of
vaporization of 	�� kJ�kg� Substituting these values into
Eq� � results in a energy density equal to 	��x	�
 J�L�
Fuel cells store energy in the form of chemical bonds�

The energy released in a fuel cell is equal to the change in
the Gibbs free energy between the products and reactants
��
� Therefore� the energy density for fuel cells is the change
in Gibbs free energy� �Go� divided by the volume of the
reactants� V� or

u �
�Go

V
� ���

A hydrogen�oxygen fuel cell reaction has a �Go equal to
����x	�
 J�mole of O�� With hydrogen gas and oxygen
gas stored at 	�	 kPa �atmospheric pressure�� this reaction
translates to ���x	�� J�L�
Energy is stored as elastic strain energy when a mate�

rial is deformed within its elastic limit� The modulus of
resilience for a material is the measure of how much elas�
tic strain energy that material can store per unit volume�
Spring steel is commonly used to store elastic strain energy�
The modulus of resilience for spring steel is ���x	�� J�L
�	�
�
Energy can be stored as translational motion� The en�

ergy density for translational kinetic energy is

u �
	

�
�v�� ���

where v is the velocity of the material in motion� Lead is
selected as the material due to its high density� The veloc�
ity selected to quantify this energy domain is the runner
speed used in previous numerical simulations of a smart
bearing� i�e�� �� m�s ��
� Lead moving at this speed has an
energy density equal to ���x	�� J�L�
In electronics� energy is commonly stored in magnetic

and electric �elds� The energy density for a magnetic �eld

in air is

u �
B�

��o
� ���

where B is the magnetic �eld density� and �o is the per�
meability of free space� The strength of the magnetic �eld
density is usually limited to no more than 	�� T which is
the saturation level in iron� although magnetic �elds orders
of magnitudes higher have been generated in other media
�		
� This value of 	�� T results in an energy density of
���x	�� J�L�
The density of energy stored in an air gap by an electric

�eld is

u �
�oE

�

�
� ���

where E is the electric �eld strength� and �o is the permit�
tivity of free space� Electric �elds are commonly limited to
no more than ���x	�� V�m �		
� The energy density for an
electric �eld is ���x	�� J�L�
A pressure di�erential is another form of energy stor�

age� Assuming an isothermal process� one expression for
the energy density of a compressed perfect gas is

u � Poln�
Vo
Vf

�� ���

where Po is the pressure of the initial state� and Vo�Vf is the
volume compression ratio �	�
� One atmosphere� 	�	 kPa�
is used for the initial pressure� By selecting a compression
ratio equal to �� the energy density becomes �x	�� J�L�
Flywheels are another energy storage device� The energy

density for rotational kinetic energy is

u �
r����

�
� ���

where r is the radius of the �ywheel� and � is the angular
velocity of the �ywheel� Lead is chosen as the material for
its high density� A rotating frequency of �� Hz is selected
since a large portion of bearing applications rotate at this
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frequency� The radius is selected to be on the same order
as the actuator membrane size� and is equal to ���� �m�
With these parameter values� the energy density is ��� J�L�
The last energy form analyzed is gravitational potential

energy� The energy density for this form is

u � �gh� ���

where g is the acceleration due to gravity� and h is the
height the material is displaced� Again for its high den�
sity� lead is used as the material� and the membrane size
of ���� �m is used for the height� These choices give an
energy density equal to ���x	��� J�L�

A�	 Energy Storage Discussion

In addition to energy density� there are other practical
factors to consider in selecting an energy storage medium
for use with micro systems� This section narrows the
choices for the principle of energy storage by considering
these practical factors� These factors include the volume
associated with converting the energy into and out of the
storage medium� the speed of thermal conduction� the rel�
ative magnitude of friction on the micro scale� and fabrica�
tion limitations�
With some energy storage methods the storage media

may store energy compactly� but it requires considerable
volume to extract the energy� Combustion reactants and
fuel cell reactants are examples of this situation� Both of
these storage methods consist of two �uids and would re�
quire a micro �uid handling system� The minimumrequire�
ments of such a system consist of two storage chambers�
a reaction chamber� control valves� and an exhaust port�
These features would occupy a relatively large volume and
decrease the appeal of these storage methods�
Storing energy as a pressure di�erential creates a simi�

lar problem except it is converting energy into the storage
form that requires bulky structures� Pressurizing a �uid re�
quires a compressor and robust valves� These components
add unwanted volume and complexity to the concept and
diminish its appeal�
Another practical consideration is the rate at which ther�

mal conduction takes place in micro systems� In macro
systems� thermal environments are separated from one an�
other by bulky insulation� Energy is seldom stored ther�
mally even in macro systems because of the tremendous
volume of insulation needed to maintain good storage ef�
�ciencies� In micro systems� volume is at a premium� so
using bulky insulation is not possible� Without the insula�
tion� heat will conduct very quickly� especially on the micro
scale� Storing energy thermally� i�e�� in a temperature rise
or phase change� therefore� will not be as e�ective as other
energy storage principles�
Another di�erence between micro and macro systems is

the relative magnitude of friction� In most macro systems�
inertial forces are much larger than friction forces� In micro
systems� friction has a much greater e�ect on the perfor�
mance of a system �	�
� For this reason� systems that use
moving parts to store or convert energy will su�er consid�
erable energy loss due to friction� The storage methods in

Table I that rely on moving parts are translational kinetic
energy and rotational kinetic energy� In addition� convert�
ing energy from gravitational potential energy would re�
quire a system with moving parts� These facts make me�
chanical kinetic and potential energy poor forms of energy
storage for micron scale applications�
The remaining energy storage principles are the electro�

chemical cell� elastic strain energy� magnetic �elds� and
electric �elds� These energy storage principles� shown in
bold in Table I� require no bulky or rubbing components
to input and extract energy from the storage medium� It
should also be noted that none of the calculations for the
energy densities of these remaining energy storage princi�
ples are speci�c to the particular application of a smart
bearing�

B� Actuation

B�	 Actuation Driver Types

As discussed in Section I�A� the important performance
parameters for an actuation driver are actuation strength�
response time� and the energy e�ort or �ow requirements�
This section considers the performance capabilities of var�
ious actuation drivers of surface normal membrane actua�
tors�
Table II lists many methods of actuating a surface nor�

mal membrane actuator� For all the actuation principles�
the performance characteristics are found from examples
in the literature or by calculations ��
�
All of the actuation drivers can be

classi�ed as thermally�� electrostatically�� or magnetically�
driven actuators� The thermally driven actuators generally
rely on the expansion of a gas� liquid� or solid to cause a
displacement� It is interesting to note that in most macro�
scopic applications the thermal actuation drivers would not
even be considered� but on the microscopic scale� they
are capable of reasonable actuation times and superior
strengths� For most of the thermal drivers� power is the
important input parameter because it is the total heat en�
ergy that determines the amount of pressure applied to the
membrane� In addition� control over the resistance of the
electrical circuit provides some �exibility in meeting cur�
rent and voltage limitations� Exceptions to this statement
are the bimetallic strip and shape�memory alloy concepts�
With these two actuation drivers� the actuator material is
the electrical resistor� The actuation strength requirement
places limitations on the resistance of the electrical circuit�
For this reason� current is the important input parameter
for these drivers�
Electrostatic drivers operate through the attraction of

opposite charges� The electrostatic actuation drivers are
notably faster than the thermal concepts� For the con�
cepts with actuation times listed as membrane dominated�
the response of the driver is almost instantaneous� and the
overall response of the actuator is dominated by the re�
sponse time of the actuator membrane� With electrostat�
ically driven actuators� the voltage is the important input
parameter because the actuation force is a function of the
voltage�
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Actuation Actuation Input Power
Concepts Strength Time� �s� Requirements
Thermo�pneumatic �	�
 �� kPa ���� ��� W
Thermo�responsive polymer �	�
� �	�
 ��� kPa ���� �� mW
Phase change �	�
 	�� kPa ���� 	�� mW
Thermal buckling �	�
 	�� kPa ���	� � W
Shape�memory alloy �	�
� ���
 	�� kPa ��� ��	� A
Bimetallic strip ��	
 �� kPa 	�� ��� A
Dielectric heating ���
 � Pa ���� 	� V � �MHz
Capacitive ��
 �� kPa m�d� ���� V
Piezoelectric ���
 �� kPa m�d� 	��� V
Electrohydrodynamic ���
 ��� kPa ������ ��� V
Interfacial Tension ���
 	� kPa ����� 	 V
Magnetostrictive ���
 �� kPa m�d� �� A
Two coils ��
 �� kPa m�d� 	� A
Ferromagnetic Film ��
 �� kPa m�d� 	�� A
Permanent Magnet ���
 ��� kPa m�d� ��� A

m�d� � membrane dominated

TABLE II

Summary of Actuation Driver Analysis

Magnetically driven actuators depend on the attraction
or repulsion between magnetic poles or moving charges and
a magnetic �eld� Like the electrostatic concepts� the mag�
netic actuation drivers have short actuation times� For the
magnetic drivers� the input current controls the magnitude
of the actuation force�

B�� Actuation Driver Discussion

As noted by Benecke ���
� the usefulness of a particu�
lar type of microactuator is highly dependent on its ap�
plication� This fact means few general statements can be
made regarding microactuator selection however� when it
is known that the actuator will receive its power from a
micro power supply� additional restrictions are conferred
on the design�

A micro power supply will most likely not be able to
produce the high voltages required by the electrostatic ac�
tuation drivers� It is also di�cult to make the micron sized
current carriers used in MEMS deliver the large currents
required by most of the magnetic concepts�

After considering the strength� time� and power require�
ments of all the concepts� the list of the most feasible ac�
tuation drivers for the application of a MEMS smart bear�
ing consists of the thermo�pneumatic� thermo�responsive
polymer� phase change� thermally�induced buckling� shape�
memory alloy� and permanent magnet concepts�

B�� Actuation Energy Calculations

With surface normal membrane actuators� work must be
done on the membranes to make them deform� There are
two primary contributions to the work on the membranes�
First� work is required to strain the membrane material�
Second� work must overcome any external forces on the

membrane such as a pressure di�erential across the mem�
brane�
The displacement� w� of a membrane normal to its sur�

face through the application of a pressure di�erential can
be modeled as follows ���
�

w �
�P �x� � a���y� � b��

�	 �a� � b��
� �	��

where P represents the pressure di�erence across the mem�
brane� and 	 is the tension in the membrane� The half�
length and half�width of the membrane are represented by
a and b respectively� and x and y are the Cartesian coor�
dinates of a point on the membrane with the origin at the
membrane center�
Using Eq� 	�� a relationship for the midpoint displace�

ment� wm� can be derived� Then� solving for the pressure
results in the following expression�

P �
�	 �a� � b��wm

�a�b�
� �		�

The displaced volume as a function of midpoint displace�
ment is found by integrating Eq� 	� over the area of the
membrane and substituting Eq� 		 for the pressure� yield�
ing

V �
	�

�
a b wm� �	��

The expression for the work required to overcome an
opposing pressure is

Wpres �

Z Vf

Vo

PdV� �	��

where Vo and Vf are the initial and �nal volumes� respec�
tively� If the pressure is assumed to be constant� and Eq� 	�
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is substituted for the change from initial to �nal volume�
Eq� 	� becomes

Wpres �
	�

�
ab�wf � wo�P� �	��

The membranes that have been fabricated for the smart
bearings are based on a multi�layer Si�N and SiO� com�
posite ��
� For a hydrodynamic smart bearing� the desired
feature height is on the order of half the minimumlubricant
�lm thickness ���
� Thus� a feature height of �� �m is used
in all calculations� The membrane dimensions are selected
to be consistent with those used in previous smart bearing
simulations ��
� For the purpose of quanti�cation� a mem�
brane with a length of ���� �m and a width of 	��� �m is
used� These choices make a equal to ���� �m and b equal
to ��� �m� The pressure di�erence across the membrane
is taken to be equal to � MPa� a typical lubricant pressure
inside a hydrodynamic bearing�
When the membrane geometric parameters are substi�

tuted into Eq� 	�� the work required to overcome the pres�
sure di�erential is ���x	�� J� This value is two orders
of magnitude larger than the work required to strain the
membrane material�

C� Power Availability

Since relying on an external power source will reduce the
�exibility of applications for a MEMS device� and since re�
lying on an internal energy cell will require regular recharg�
ing� it is desirable to have a regenerating power source that
already exists in the environment of the system� Investigat�
ing the power availability for a power supply requires appli�
cation speci�c information about the system� In the case
of a hydrodynamic bearing� there are four renewable power
sources of interest� These sources are thermal energy� vi�
brational energy� kinetic energy of the rotating shaft� and
kinetic energy of the �owing lubricant� All of the energy
forms originate from the input energy of the rotating shaft�
The �rst two are losses� and the later two are the intended
energy forms for a bearing�

C�	 Power Source Comparison

Table III shows the power available from the four sources
for a ���� cm diameter shaft rotating at �� Hz under full
load with a high�end coe�cient of friction� Full load for
these conditions is a shaft load of ���� N ��
 and an input
torque of ��� N�m� Since taking energy from the shaft and
lubricant are considered parasitic losses in the bearing� the
listed values are one percent of the total power produced in
those forms� Clearly� at this operating point� shaft energy
is producing energy at a much greater rate than the vibra�
tion energy� thermal energy� and lubricant energy� Of these
latter three� the lubricant energy is by far the smallest�

D� Feasibility Check

The results of this section make it possible to evaluate
the overall energy feasibility of an internally powered smart
journal bearing� From Table III� there is 	��� W of power

Power Source Reference Power
Rotating Shaft 	��� W
Thermal 	�� W
Vibration ��� W
Flowing Lubricant 	x	��� W

TABLE III

Power Levels at the Reference Point�

available from the rotating shaft under the reference oper�
ating conditions� Section II�B determines that ��� mJ of
energy is needed to de�ect a ���� �m x 	��� �m mem�
brane� In order to control the smart bearing system� a de�
signer would want to actuate at a frequency between 	��
and ���� Hz ��	
� These actuation frequencies require a
power input of ����� W and 	�� W for the slow and fast
actuation time� respectively�

Even if it is assumed that there are �� or �� membranes
in a bearing ��
� it is clear that there is much more power
available than is required by the system� It should be re�
membered that all of the estimation calculations assume
no losses in the system� In reality� the energy conversions
could have considerable losses� The feasibility check shows
that there is enough available power to tolerate signi�cant
ine�ciencies�

The feasibility of energy storage is veri�ed by estimat�
ing the amount of energy that can be stored on the micron
scale for each actuator� In order for the power supply to
remain compact� the energy storage cannot occupy much
more space than the membranes� For this reason� ���� �m
x 	��� �m x 	��� �m is chosen as the volume scale for
energy storage� From Table I� a microbattery has an en�
ergy density of ��	x	�� J�L� These relationships imply that
	��� J of energy can be stored in a ���� x 	��� x 	��� �m�

volume� At ��� mJ per actuation� this quantity is enough
energy for ������ actuations� Of the energy storage princi�
ples still in consideration� the electric �eld has the lowest
energy density� and it can store enough energy for 	� actu�
ations� Clearly� it is possible to store appropriate amounts
of energy for this application�

III� An Example Integrated Power Supply

Concept

Once all the components have been selected� they must
be integrated to form the micro power supply� This task
entails orienting the components in space and making in�
terconnections between them�

Many di�erent integrated concepts can be generated
from all the combinations of the feasible component con�
cepts� For the purpose of showing that the components can
be integrated into a power supply� one of the possible in�
tegrated power supply concepts is described here� and the
method of fabricating the concept is outlined�
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A� An Integrated Concept

One possible integrated concept uses a coil of wire to
capture the energy of the rotating shaft� a microbattery to
store the energy� and a thermo�pneumatic actuation driver
to de�ect the membrane� Figure � shows a possible layout
for the components� A voltage is induced in the coil by per�
manent magnets attached to the rotating shaft� The ends
of the coil are connected to the terminals of the battery�
A diode in the coil only allows charging of the battery and
prevents the battery from discharging through the coil� A
resistor placed behind a membrane is electrically connected
to both of the battery terminals� The circuit is closed to
actuate the membrane� When the switch is closed� the re�
sistor heats the air in the chamber� causing it to expand�
This expansion de�ects the membrane normal to its sur�
face�

lubricant flow

composite silicon membrane
air chamber

silicon

(b)  Top View

(a)  Side View

polysilicon heater

generator armature coil

substrate

battery
alignment tab

Fig� �� Integrated Micro Power Supply Concept

B� Fabrication Discussion

Since some of the power supply components are larger
than the micron scale� the integrated concept can be fabri�
cated using a combination of microfabrication and macro�
fabrication methods� A possible method of fabrication in�
volves producing the design in two parts� a top part and a
bottom part� and then joining the parts together� The top
part consists of the composite silicon membrane and the
layer of bulk silicon� This part can be fabricated using low
pressure chemical vapor deposition �LPCVD�� The cavity
for the membranes and the grooves for the alignment tabs
can be etched in the bulk silicon�
The bottom part consists of the substrate� battery� re�

sistive heater� and generator armature coil� The substrate
can be made of a number of materials� A polymer sub�
strate could allow the structure to be �exible enough to
conform to a curved geometry� The substrate is formed
with slots for the other components and raised tabs for
aiding the alignment of the top and bottom parts� The

battery can be fabricated separately and bonded into its
slot� The Oak Ridge microbattery is fabricated using a dc
magnetron sputtering process ��
� Polysilicon can be sput�
tered onto the substrate to form the heater� The electrical
connections to the heater can be formed by electroplating a
conductor onto the substrate� The armature coil will most
likely be on the centimeter scale rather than the micron
scale� This means conventional fabrication methods can
be used� The armature coil can be formed by winding a
high gage wire into the assigned groove in the substrate�

IV� Conclusion

The analysis presented in this paper demonstrates the
feasibility of using micro power supplies with MEMS� It
is shown that signi�cant amounts of energy can be stored
on the micron scale� and the most practical forms of en�
ergy storage are microbatteries� elastic strain energy� mag�
netic �elds� and electric �elds� Also� a diverse list of ac�
tuation drivers is presented� Using a MEMS smart bear�
ing as an example� the energy required for actuation and
the energy that can be extracted from the environment are
calculated� The calculations show that su�cient power can
be extracted from the environment to drive actuation� One
possible concept is presented to show that no novel fabri�
cation methods are necessary to implement a micro power
supply�
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